
 
 Radar LOG 

 
 

Operator(s):  Biggerstaff/Prosser UTC Date: 30 March 
2022 

Radar Unit: SMARTR-2 
tt 

 
Mission Type: MCS 

Alt (m) 74 Lat (dec. degs) 

33.34668 n 

Long (dec. degs) 

-88.48406 

Radar Ops Time (UTC) 
Note beginning (B) and end (E) times of ops; list periods of down (D) 

time along with reason for failure, and other problems. 
 

Started Radar: 1911 UTC 
CoW is 29.4 km at 349° from SR2. Terrible CW 
interference along 12±3° and 192±2° from some 
radiator.  Rehomed antenna at 2301 UTC before 
switching to main line investigation. 
 
End of ops at 0227 UTC. 

Clutter scan performed? 
Y     

Scan Strategy Notes 
List scan type and time period used (chronological order); note 

nature and time scan mods were made (if any) 

VSE-CLRT:              1911-1957 UTC 
Initially no clutter filter.  Then changed to clutter filter 
of 3.  Also did 0.25 microsec pulse initially with and 
without filter and then 1 microsec pulse with filter. 
Tested R20,40,60 from around 1710 to 1749 UTC. 
VSE-SURV: 1957- 2208 UTC  
R60 High at 2208 UTC.  Didn’t like the coverage. 
VSE-SURV: 2210-2301 UTC. 
R60s from 2302 to 2348 UTC 
R40s from 2348 to 0028 UTC. 
R20s from 0028 to0148 UTC. 
R40s from 0148 to 0210 UTC.  
R60 from 0210 to 0222 UTC. 
Birdbaths at 0222 UTC to end of ops. 
 

 
 Meteorological Notes 

Describe general storm structure and evolution; note position and 
time of significant features and events; document fine lines (gust 

fronts, bores, other), peak Ze, max echo tops, and height of first echo. 
Record time of significant sfc weather (peak wind gust, etc.) 

 
Broadly tornado-warned qlcs marching along the SE USA.  Many 
mesovortices active along the leading edge.  Had some isolated 

multicell clusters evolving into elevated supercells in the DD lobes  
from 2100 to 2300 well ahead of the line.  Meso at 65 km and 295° at 

2306 UTC.  Another at 245° at 65 km.   
 

Several long-lived mesovortices along the leading edge of the qlcs, 
most of which were tornado warned.  Made a kml file showing the 
SR2 indicated center of rotation at 0.8 degrees for the circulations. 

 
Best tornado signature occurred   0102 to 0122 UTC in the SR2-NOXP 

dd lobe.   

Radar Images 
Insert images that illustrate the general character of the event 

 

 

Orientation (deg) 269 

Site coords (i,j,k)  

 


